Define The Relationship: A Candid Look At Breaking Up, Making Up, And Dating Well
Synopsis

Ken thinks he and Becky are just having fun together. Becky is already picking out bridesmaid dresses. Melissa has decided to break up with Tony. Tony thinks Melissa is the one. Are miscommunications like this unavoidable? What’s the best way to end a relationship “or to take it to a more serious level? Chances are, you’ve heard of The Talk. Every romantic relationship comes to the point where things need to be defined or redefined: Do we become romantically exclusive? Is our relationship ready (or not ready) to move to the next level? What are our boundaries and expectations? Is it possible to just be friends? Getting all the cards on the table. Communicating openly and honestly. It sounds like a great idea, right? The tough question is, how do you communicate in a way that significantly benefits you both and doesn’t leave you dreading those important conversations in the future? In Define the Relationship, you’ll find everything you need to know about positively defining and redefining your current or future dating relationships. Written in light of the complexities of dating today, this long-needed resource will help you avoid painful and confusing dating dilemmas and experience instead the freedom of well-defined, spiritually grounded, and truly rewarding relationships.
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Customer Reviews

Another great book from Jeremy Clak and Jerusha Clark. This book is great for couples who wants to know where they are at and going in their relationship on a monthly base. There are also great tips to communicate during those tough times in the relationship.
"Define the Relationship" holds down to earth advice that I believe will be helpful to anyone looking to navigate the dating waters with as few scars as possible. As with most dating books worth reading, you’re more likely to think to yourself, "why didn’t I think of that" than to be floored by truths one could never gather alone. Fortunately, it can save years of having to figure things out. The Clark’s take a practical look at dating from a Christian foundation very effectively.

Great book that makes you think about what your boundaries for a relationship are before, during, and after. Great book.

I am a divorced, single mom and have recently started dating again. I wondered if this book would be applicable to me and it TOTALLY is! Define the Relationship gives a completely biblically based view on all realms of dating. It has given me a whole new perspective on how dating relationships should be: from the beginning stages to the break-up or the engagement. It is written in a conversational tone with high-interest stories along the way to keep the reader interested. I could not recommend this book more. Every single should own this book!
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